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Section I.  Issues

KRWM has identified the following issues as significant issues facing our community in this quarter:

A. Health

B. Domestic Services

C. Women’s Empowerment

D. Charity

E. Youth

F Education

Section II.  Responsive Programs

KRWM has broadcast programming dealing with each of the above-referenced issues.

A.  HEALTH

1. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels—April 4, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with Dr. Dr. Christy Kane, a trauma psychologist, a licensed mental health 
counselor, and the CEO of 360 Focus Mental Health.  Dr. Kane has over 20 years of 
experience; and is also the author of the upcoming book:  Fractured Souls and 
Splintered Memories: Unlocking the Boxes of Trauma.  Dr. Kane ties in the mental 
health issues to the tragic shootings we experienced in the last couple of weeks. And 
she offers that 360 Focus Mental Health has education modules that schools can use to 
provide insights and education.
www.drchristykane.com

 
2. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels—April 18, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 

with Stephanie Gianarelli, an acupuncturist and the founder and clinical director of 
Acupuncture NW in Seattle/Bellevue/Tacoma. The week of April 18-25 is National 
Infertility Awareness Week, and Stephanie shares about the work that the acupuncturists 
are involved in, in helping all couples with fertility issues—something that can be a heavy 
challenge for those experiencing it. The pandemic has provided the means of reaching 
more people more easily with zoom conferencing.
www.acupunturenw.com

3. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels—April 25, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Dr. Catherine Athans, a psychologist who has provided us with guidance to live 
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healthily through the pandemic, paying attention to our mental health and attitude. In 
light of the recent violence, all the shootings that have occurred, Dr. Athans shares some 
tips and exercises to incorporate in our life, to live well, to live feeling strong. It's 
important to limit what we read and expose ourselves to, to not allow that to fill our 
minds, make healthy choices. Take time in nature. Pay attention to the mental health, 
our own and that of those around us, and seek help.
www.catherineathansphd.com

4. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels—May 9, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with Dr. Ruchi Sharma, an internal medical physician at Pacific Medical 
Centers. Dr. Sharma talks about the covid vaccines, their safety, the need to still follow 
safety protocols, and the importance of the majority of people taking the vaccine. And we 
must look at the broader landscape and think about the greater good.
www.pacificmedicalcenters.org

5. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels—May 16, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Dawn Merydith, a behavioral health therapist at Pacific Medical Centers, and based 
at Northgate. May is mental health awareness month, and this year with our lives in 
some part of upheaval due to the pandemic, mental health challenges are at a crisis. 
Dawn shares some simple techniques or practices to use and to share with others as we 
aim to find our footing. One is to take a few minutes, using each 'sense' to note the 
space around us, and do this periodically throughout the day. 
www.pacificmedicalcenters.org

B. DOMESTIC SERVICES

1. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels – April 4, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Kris Holmes, an executive recruiter and partner at O'Connell Group, a leading 
executive search firm--where she's worked for 26 years and shares much of her 
experience in a super book: Ignite Your Career! Strategies, and Tactics to Unleash Your 
Potential. Anyone and everyone can benefit from this book and experiences from those 
just starting on a career path, to those who are uncertain about their path, to those who 
are thinking about a career change--here's a great tool kit!
www.igniteyourcareerbook.com

2. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels – May 23, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Sarah Sentilles who is a thought-provoking author. Her newest book is: Stranger 
Care--A Memoir of Loving What Isn't Ours. Sarah opens her heart to pour out her story 
of motherhood and mothering. a journey which involves navigating the foster care 
system in -- 2 states, and a list of challenges, and growth opportunities that that are 
special gifts. There are lessons here that we can all learn and use to helping to create a 
more peaceful and loving world.
www.sarahsentilles.com 

3. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels – June 6, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Dr. Catherine Athans, a licensed marriage and family therapist with over 25 years’ 
experience, and she is also a prolific author whose books are wonderful guides to help 
us live our life fully, genuinely and with love. Over the past year plus, Dr. Athans has 
provided insights to navigate life in the time of covid, and this time discusses the 
transition to a new normal and talking about continuing to wear masks--that it will be a 
personal choice, and the need to respect individual choice.
www.CatherineAthansPhD.com
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4. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels — June 13, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min.  Phone 
interview with Dr. Marybeth Shinn, a Professor at Vanderbilt University in the department 
of Human and Organizational Development, and author of the book-- In the Midst of 
Plenty: Homelessness and What to Do About it. She provides some history of how we 
have arrived at today's crisis. Inequity in wages and the lack of affordable housing are 
major issues.
http://www.evidenceonhomelessness.com/experts/marybeth-shinn/

5. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels—June 27, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Fern Schumer Chapman is an award-winning author, a reporter and journalist. 
Fern's latest book is "Brothers, Sisters, Strangers--Sibling Estrangement and the Road 
to Reconciliation". The title clearly states the focus and content. It's amazing how 
widespread this estrangement is--for various reasons. But Fern helps us realize what 
this is, and how deeply it impacts our life. In her book she shares her own story of being 
estranged from her brother for nearly 40 years, along with related stories from people, 
literally from around the world, who responded to Fern's survey and research.
www.fernschumerchapman.com

C. WOMEN’S EMPOWERMENT

1. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels – April 11, 2021, 5:30am. 30min.  Phone 
interview with Bonnie Marcus an acclaimed author, podcast host, and sought-after 
coach. Bonnie has been empowering older women, changing perceptions, and 
challenging the status quo for years. In her latest book, Not Done Yet! How Women over 
50 Regain Their Confidence and Claim Workplace Power, Bonnie provides a road map, 
exercises, and relatable stories to guide us on this important path. A good place to 
begin: check in on the stories we tell ourselves, then actually write the story of who we 
know we can be, and go for the gold!
www.BonnieMarcusLeadership.com 

2. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels –April 11, 2021, 6am, 28-min. Phone interview 
with Maureen Johnson a #1 New York Times and USA Today best-selling author of 
many YA novels, including a collaboration for Let It Snow now a Netflix movie. 
Maureen's newest book is "Hello, Cruel Heart". Maureen takes us on a fantastic journey 
to London in the summer of 1967. For anyone living at that time it’s a great trip down a 
memory lane. For those who weren't...what an adventure and experience. Maureen 
imagines the teen years of the Disney character Cruella de Vil.
www.maureenjohnsonbooks.com

3. Sunday Morning Shout Out with Kate Daniels—April 11, 2021, 6:28am, 1.5-min. An 
overview of a Words of Wisdom Blog. 
www.washingtonoutdoorwomen.org  

4. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels—April 25, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with Judy Batalion an amazing author, about her newest book: The Light of 
Days--The Untold Story of Women Resistance Fighters in Hitler's Ghettos. It took more 
than a decade of research and travel (including Israel where families of survivors live) to 
write, including translating a 1947 text from Yiddish. In this book Judy introduces us to 
some amazing and courageous people, in particular some young women who took 
incredible risks and seemed to do so without question as it meant saving innocent 
Jewish lives.
www.judybatalion.com
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5. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels—May 30, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Nina Sossamon-Pogue an inspiring woman, a best-selling author of a perfect book, 
a tool kit of sorts to help navigate life at any time, and so helpful in these very different 
times. The Book: This is not the End: Strategies to Get You Through the Worst Chapters 
of Your Life, couldn't be more perfect than if Nina had a crystal ball to know we need it 
now. This is a unique and succinct guide with Nina using personal life experiences most 
of which are relatable for most of us. Big takeaways--This too shall Pass. Where do we 
see ourselves in 5 years?  Be very aware of the words and stories we tell ourselves. 
Think Resilience!
www.ninasossamonpogue.com

D. CHARITY

1. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels – April 18, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with Anna Gottlieb, the Founder and Executive Director of Cancer Pathway in 
Seattle. This nonprofit organization is a major support for persons and families dealing 
with cancer. Covid recognizes no boundaries and cancer is one of the areas that has 
been quite affected by covid. Many people have delayed seeing doctors with their 
concerns, or having screenings. Some experts say the lack of screenings can set us 
back 10 years! But Cancer Pathways continues to offer all its programs, virtually. Their 
physical building which is located on Capital Hill has suffered much vandalism in the 
past year and has used some of the precious dollars that would be used for programs. 
Donations are gratefully received. Volunteers also are needed.
www.cancerpathways.org

2. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels –May 2, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with Betsey Brock the Executive Director of On the Boards a Seattle based 
non-profit which invests in leading contemporary performing artists near and far and 
connects them to a diverse range of communities interested in forward-thinking art and 
ideas. An important part of our greater Arts community, On the Boards is also part of 
Give Big WA and would appreciate our support to continue their work that positively 
affects us all.
www.ontheboards.org www.givebigwa.org 

3. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels – June 13, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Zoom interview 
with Christine Soule, founder of Providence Heights, a non-profit located in Bellevue. 
While it's just in its early days, great things are happening for women and children just 
on the edge of crisis. They are provided housing along with job-training and counseling 
from volunteer professionals. A co-operative coffee business has already been started, 
with the goal of creating more businesses to provide work and financial support. 
Christine is also an author, and her book is 'Broken and Beautiful--Let God Turn Your 
Mess into a Masterpiece'. This is a great opportunity for community collaboration, for 
people with talents and ideas to be part of the solution, of averting homelessness and a 
downward spiral.
www.providenceheights.org

4. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels – June 27, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with Warren Leyh, the Director of Clinical Services at "Lifelong" a non-profit 
organization that makes it their goal to support persons who are facing illness and 
injustice, in particular the LGBTQ community. It's important and critical work and while 
big strides have been made with simpler medications, and getting some control over 
HIV, the case numbers have really increased for Persons of Color. Lifelong provides 
advocacy, and case workers who work alongside individuals to coordinate help, navigate 
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the medical and insurance systems, and find housing. Volunteers are always needed, 
and financial donations always help.
www.lifelong.org

E. YOUTH

1. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels – May 2, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Mary Kay Carson an inspired and inspiring author with over 50 books to her credit—
books in which she aims to connect kids/youth with nature and with history, by making it 
come alive. Mary Kay's latest series of books is: Outdoor School, a wonderful and 
interactive experience that inspires kids to be outdoors, finding their connection to all of 
nature. They’re really so helpful for parents and teachers with virtual or in-class learning.
www.marykaycarson.com

2. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels—May 16, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with Luke Minor the Director of WA529, Washington State's College Savings 
plans. We're aware that a good education is an important foundation for our kids' future. 
Having the educational costs planned and paid for as our kids grow and reach college 
age—that’s a great gift-- for them, for us, for the community. The GET program is still a 
good option, and the new Dream Ahead college investment plan is the option for folks 
choosing to have the funds work in 'the market'. It’s important to remember these funds 
can be used anywhere in the country, at most educational institutions, including 
technical schools and even to pay off student loans now. Students who know there's a 
goal and plan for them post high school have shown they perform better in school.

 www.wastate529.wa.gov

3. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels –May 23, 2021, 5:30am, 28-min. Phone 
interview with Robert Beatty a #1 New York Times best-selling author, and he even has 
his books optioned for movies--the Sarafina series. He was with us to discuss his newest 
book--Willa of Dark Hollow. His daughters and his home in the Blue Ridge Mountains of 
North Carolina are the source of his inspiration. Great books for middle schoolers are so 
critical for their education and development. They're also good reading for all ages.
www.robertbeattybooks.com

4. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels—June 20, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with Ravi Hutheesing a culture catalyst, a keynote speaker, and who was a 
guitarist for Hanson--and triple Grammy nominated. He is also an author and his book: 
PIVOT: Empowering Students Today to Succeed in an Unpredictable Tomorrow, 
couldn't be timelier. Its value is for teachers, parents, and students themselves, to learn 
how to 'Pivot', move from what was to a current condition, and do so fluidly. It's 
something we can learn, it's something to incorporate into classrooms which need to 
become a hybrid model. And learning this will set the foundation to be life-long learners. 
Ravi engages students and teachers in 'Ravi Unites Schools, a global school network 
that enables teachers to have groups of students participate in online real-time AV 
interactions with peers around the world.
www.raviunites.com

F. EDUCATION

1. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels – May 9, 2021, 6am, 30-min. Phone interview 
with Teri Secrest a Certified Health & Wellness Coach, Natural Health Educator, and 
CEO of the Joy of Living. Teri's passion is to put the natural back into our life and our 
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health. Teri has helpful simple tips for maintaining health, strength, and a positive 
attitude, important at any time, and especially needed at this time. Powerwalk each day, 
and be sure to hydrate--water, and add a drop or 2 of essential oils--lemon or orange, if 
flavor is needed. Also balance the amount of news watched or read---What we focus on, 
expands (within our brain). Teri has informational webinars on her website.
www.TeriSecrest.com

2. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels – May 30, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Zoom 
interview with Dr. Nizar Ibrahim a world-renowned paleontologist, who teaches at the 
University of Detroit-Mercy, leads expeditions to Africa's Sahara (and discovered a new 
dinosaur--spinosaurus). And he collaborates with National Geographic and NatGeoKids. 
Dr. Ibrahim is a natural and engaging teacher, ideal in getting kids excited about science 
and adventure--and he also appeals to 'older' kids! May has been designated as 
DinoMAYnia month and NatGeoKids has a wealth of information appealing to kids and a 
great resource for online learning.
www.natgeokids.com/dinomania

3. Sunday Morning Magazine with Kate Daniels—June 6, 2021, 5:30am, 30-min. Phone 
interview with 2 individual guests with good supportive information about facing and 
dealing with mental health/illness conditions. According to a Kaiser Family Foundation 
study, 41% of Americans report anxiety and depression symptoms, up from just 11% in 
2019. It's important to be open and talk about it. Kevin Petersen is a family addictions 
psychotherapist and author of Chronic Hope: Families and addiction. Kevin speaks and 
counsels from his own experiences with addiction.  www.ChronicHope.us 
David Rabadi is a mental health advocate whose mission is to erase the stigma 
surrounding mental illness. He's also written about his experiences with bi -polar 
disorder in his new book: How I Lost My Mind and Found Myself.
www.DavidRabadi.com

4. Inspirational Women with Kate Daniels – June 20, 2021, 6am, 30 min. Phone interview 
with Dr. Michele Borba an internationally-renowned educational psychologist and an 
expert in parenting, bullying and character development. Dr. Borba is also an author. Her 
latest book is: Thrivers--The Surprising Reasons Why Some Kids Struggle and Others 
Shine. 7 Teachable skills that set happy, healthy, high-performing kids apart. These 
skills include self-confidence, empathy, self-control, integrity, curiosity, perseverance, 
and optimism. Dr. Borba provides a 'superpower' at the end of each chapter, illustrating 
what kids achieve by embracing these traits. Let kids figure some things out on their 
own--age appropriate. Curiosity in particular helps kids become out-of-the-box thinkers. 
www.micheleborba.com
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